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ABSTRACT

The safety, efficacy, and success of cochlear implants (CIs) are well established and have led to changes in criteria used by clinicians to determine who should receive a CI. Such changes in clinical decision-making have out-paced the slower-occurring changes that have taken place with regulatory bodies’ and insurers’ indications. We review the historical development of indications for CIs, including those of the U.S. Food and Drug Administration (FDA), Medicare, Medicaid, and private insurers. We report on expansion to include patients with greater residual hearing, such as those who receive Hybrid and EAS devices, and report on recent FDA approvals that place less emphasis on the patient’s best-aided condition and greater emphasis on the ear to be treated. This includes expansion of CIs to patients with single-side deafness and asymmetric hearing loss. We review changes in the test materials used to determine candidacy, including transition from sentences in quiet to sentences in noise to the recent use of monosyllabic words and cognitive screening measures. Importantly, we discuss the recent trend to recommend CIs despite a patient not meeting FDA or insurers’ indications (a practice known as “off-label”), which serves as attestation that current indications need to be updated.
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ADULT COCHLEAR IMPLANT CANDIDACY

When cochlear implants (CIs) were first approved for use in adults, the U.S. Food and Drug Administration (FDA)-approved indications for CIs were limited to patients with bilateral profound sensorineural hearing loss (SNHL) who demonstrated no open-set speech...
recognition. Improvements in technology have taken place since the initial introduction of CIs, leading to substantial improvements in patient outcomes. These improvements have fostered changes in clinical practice and decision-making processes related to recommendations of who should receive a CI. Many professionals argue that the rate of improvement in patient outcomes has outpaced expansion of candidacy guidelines of the FDA, Medicare, and private insurers in the United States, leading to confusion among patients and professionals regarding adult candidacy. Unfortunately, this is likely resulting in exclusion of well-qualified candidates having access to CIs.

FDA APPROVAL OF COCHLEAR IMPLANTS

The U.S. FDA has been involved with overseeing the safety and development of medical devices since 1976. The process that device manufacturers must follow to receive FDA approval is rigorous; it typically takes an average of 3 to 7 years to transition a new medical device from concept to market. CIs are considered Class III medical devices that require a premarket approval (PMA) process that includes submission of clinical data to support claims made for the device. Such claims are typically placed on the device label and are subject to approval by the FDA. Thus, approved device labeling reflects the data that were submitted as part of the PMA but may not be reflective of what clinicians recognize as best practice. Once a device has received FDA approval, making a change to the approved indications for use requires the manufacturer to submit a PMA supplement, which typically requires inclusion of substantial clinical data to support the requested change. This can be an expensive and time-consuming process for device manufacturers and often slows down expansion of FDA-approved indications.

A summary of current FDA-approved indications for CIs in adults is provided in Table 1. This information represents audiometric labeling, speech recognition labeling, and the type of speech recognition material that labeled indications are based on (i.e., sentences or words). It should be noted that some indications list a particular test and that none of the indications specify if test materials should be presented in quiet or noise. The absence of information regarding quiet or noise is beneficial, as this has made it possible for test procedures to evolve and better match clinical decisions regarding CI candidacy without requiring submission of additional PMA or investigational device exemption (IDE) paperwork to the FDA.

LANDMARK CHANGES IN FDA APPROVAL

In 2014, the FDA granted approval for people 18 years and older to receive the Cochlear Nucleus Hybrid CI (Cochlear Corporation, Sydney, Australia) device and in 2016 for adults to receive the MED-EL EAS device (MED-EL, Innsbruck, Austria; Table 1). The FDA-approved indications for these devices are considered to represent landmark changes, as patients with low-frequency thresholds in the normal range were now eligible to receive a CI and because each device bases candidacy on aided word scores for each ear rather than a sentence score obtained in the patient’s best aided, usually bilateral, condition. For both devices, statements are provided regarding the maximum aided word score that can be obtained in the ear to be implanted as well as the maximum aided word score that can be obtained in the contralateral ear. Both indications represent a change in FDA-approved indications toward greater emphasis on the test results of the ear to be implanted and less emphasis upon the hearing in the better hearing ear that typically impacts the scores obtained in the best aided condition.

The Hybrid and EAS clinical trials facilitated change in clinical practice since both trials based candidacy on a monosyllabic word score and because both trials involved testing in noise as well as in quiet. Importantly, the mean postoperative scores reported in each clinical trial demonstrated that most patients performed best when tested in a bimodal condition where they used the hybrid/EAS device in one ear and a hearing aid in the other ear. This finding of bimodal benefit has been verified by others.
demonstrated to clinicians that placement of a CI in a patient with better hearing in the contralateral ear resulted in overall improvements in speech recognition, even when tested in noise. Clinicians quickly learned to apply testing in noise procedures to patients who were not Hybrid or EAS candidates but who had greater aidable hearing in the contralateral ear than patients in the past.

Recently published FDA indications for the MED-EL device continue to demonstrate greater emphasis on the ear to be implanted and less emphasis on the contralateral ear. In 2019, the MED-EL device received FDA approval for use in children (ages 5 years and older) and adults with single-side deafness (SSD) and asymmetric hearing loss (AHL; Table 1). Similar to the Hybrid and EAS indications, the SSD and AHL indications base candidacy on preoperative aided word scores for the ear to be implanted with much less emphasis on the hearing in the other ear. These recent FDA-approved indications move CIs closer to the medical policies followed by other fields, namely, where FDA-approved indications do not include statements regarding the status of the contralateral body part. Examples of this unilateral focus include indications for knee and hip replacements and cataract surgery.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Device</th>
<th>Audiometric indications</th>
<th>Speech recognition indications</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Advanced Bionics HR90K Ultra 3D</td>
<td>Severe to profound, bilateral sensorineural hearing loss (&gt;70 dB HL)</td>
<td>≤50% for open-set sentence recognition (HINT sentences)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cochlear Profile and Profile Plus</td>
<td>Moderate to profound hearing loss in the low frequencies and profound (&gt; 90 dB HL) hearing loss in the mid to high frequencies</td>
<td>≤50% in the ear to be implanted (≤60% in the best-aided condition) on recorded tests of open-set sentence recognition</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cochlear Hybrid—L24</td>
<td>Thresholds ≤ 60 dB HL through 500 Hz and ≥70 dB HL for 2,000 Hz +</td>
<td>&lt;60% CNC word recognition in the ear to be implanted, ≤80% CNC in contralateral ear</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MED-EL Synchrony and Synchrony 2</td>
<td>Bilateral severe to profound sensorineural hearing loss (pure tone average ≥ 70 dB HL)</td>
<td>≤40% in best-aided listening condition on recorded tests of open-set sentence recognition (HINT sentences)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MED-EL Synchrony and Synchrony 2 EAS</td>
<td>Thresholds ≤65 dB HL through 500 Hz and ≥ 70 dB HL for 2,000+</td>
<td>≤60% CNC word recognition in the ear to be implanted and in the contralateral ear</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MED-EL Synchrony and Synchrony 2 for single-side deafness</td>
<td>Thresholds ≥90 dB HL in the ear to be implanted and normal hearing or mild sensorineural hearing loss in the other ear</td>
<td>&lt;5% CNC word recognition in the ear to be implanted</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MED-EL Synchrony and Synchrony 2 for asymmetric hearing loss</td>
<td>Thresholds ≥90 dB HL in the ear to be implanted and mild to moderately severe sensorineural hearing loss in the other ear, with a difference of at least 15 dB in pure tone averages between ears</td>
<td>&lt;5% CNC word recognition in the ear to be implanted</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oticon Neuro System</td>
<td>Severe to profound hearing loss (pure tone average ≥ 70 dB HL at 500, 1,000, and 2,000 Hz)</td>
<td>50% or less on HINT sentences in quiet or noise, in the best-aided listening condition</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Abbreviations: CNC, Consonant–Nucleus–Consonant; HINT, hearing in noise test.
Source: Adapted from Gifford et al.9
Although the FDA plays a vital role in CI indications, it is important to note that the FDA governs the CI industry but does not govern the decisions of individual clinicians.9 This is evident in the FDA’s wording regarding investigational use of marketed drugs, biologics, and medical devices, where they state “good medical practice and the best interests of the patient require that physicians use legally available drugs, biologics, and devices according to their best knowledge and judgment. If physicians use a product for an indication not in the approved labeling, they have the responsibility to be well informed about the product, to base its use on firm scientific rationale and on sound medical evidence, and to maintain records of the product’s use and effects.”10 Thus, the FDA recognizes that their approved indications may not apply to the needs of every individual and that clinicians can provide devices to patients even if they do not meet the approved indications.

Provision of a CI to a patient who does not meet the approved indications is often referred to as “off-label” use and has become common practice among CI programs in the United States. This is supported by the work of Carlson et al,11 who surveyed members of the American Neurotology Society (ANS) and found that 78% of respondents performed a CI for at least one off-label indication within the last 2 years of completing the survey. In our practice (an academic medical center), we have seen an increase in the number of patients interested in and receiving a CI despite not meeting traditional indications; in the past 2 years, approximately 33% of the CI surgeries performed on adults in our clinic have been done following insurance approval for off-label use of a device. Such widespread increase in off-label use of CIs signifies that current clinical best practice differs from the more restrictive labeling of the FDA.

MEDICARE INDICATIONS

The Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services (CMS) is a federal program that determines how products will be reimbursed through Medicare. It is the largest public health insurance program and provides coverage for people 65 years of age and older, for those who are younger than 65 years with certain disabilities, and for individuals of all ages with end-stage renal disease. Unlike the FDA, which focuses on safety and effectiveness, CMS determines if coverage of a device is reasonable and necessary. Thus, FDA approval does not guarantee that a device will be covered by CMS and CMS may cover technologies for indications that the FDA has not yet approved.12

Coverage of CIs by Medicare can involve either authorization determination involving local Medicare contractors or a national coverage determination (NCD) that involves CMS issuing a single decision that local contractors and private payers frequently follow. Coverage of CIs was first approved by CMS in October 1986 and indicated “Cochlear implantation is considered a safe and efficacious therapy for adult patients with postlingual, profound, bilateral sensorineural deafness who are stimulable and who lack the unaided residual auditory ability to detect sound.”13 In 1998, Medicare coverage was revised to include the 1995 Consensus Statement of the National Institutes of Health (NIH), which stated, “Indications in favor of an implant are a severe-to-profound SNHL bilaterally and open-set sentence recognition scores less than or equal to 30% under best-aided conditions.”14

CMS’ coverage guidelines were again modified in 2005 and have been in effect since that time. These current guidelines state, “cochlear implantation is reasonable and necessary for treatment of bilateral pre- or postlinguistic, sensorineural, moderate-to-profound hearing loss in individuals who demonstrate limited benefit from amplification. Limited benefit from amplification is defined by test scores of ≤40% correct in the best-aided listening condition on tape-recorded tests of open-set sentence cognition.” Additionally, CMS also states, “The evidence is sufficient to conclude that a CI is reasonable and necessary for individuals with hearing test scores of >40% and ≤60% only when the provider is participating in and patients are enrolled in either an FDA-approved category B IDE clinical trial, a trial under the CMS Clinical Trial Policy, or a prospective, controlled comparative trial approved by CMS as consistent with the
evidentiary requirements for National Coverage Analyses and meeting specific quality standards." Additionally, CMS requires that the device be used in accordance with FDA labeling.

In July 2013, the American Cochlear Implant Alliance sponsored a study aimed at expanding Medicare coverage of CIs to include patients who obtain open-set sentence recognition scores of up to 60% in their best-aided condition. In October 2020, a formal request was placed with CMS to open the current NCD for reconsideration. At the time of this writing, this request has not yet been approved.

**MEDICARE ADVANTAGE PLANS**

It is important to note that Medicare Advantage (Part C) plans are required to at least cover the same services related to CIs as Medicare Part A and Part B. Unlike traditional Medicare, Part C plans often require preauthorization, and some plans may approve a request to provide a CI even when a patient does not meet traditional Medicare indications. This option to seek preauthorization outside current CMS indications is not possible with traditional Medicare Part B.

**COVERAGE OF CIS BY PRIVATE INSURERS**

Private insurers frequently follow CMS decisions regarding coverage of CIs. Currently, more than 90% of private employer health insurance plans and managed care organizations provide coverage benefits for the cost of CI surgery and related services. The indications for coverage of private insurers vary and may be the same or may differ from those approved by the FDA. Many private insurers provide opportunities for appeal if coverage is initially denied, and many will consider a request to provide a CI to a patient who does not meet their published indications, or the indications approved by the FDA. Importantly, private insurers typically perform an annual review of benefits related to CIs, enabling them to expand their indications more frequently and more easily than larger entities such as Medicare and the FDA.

**STATE MEDICAID**

State Medicaid plans provide coverage for persons of all ages whose income and resources are insufficient to pay for healthcare. State Medicaid plans are jointly funded by Federal and State governments but are managed by the states. Sorkin reported survey results for 23 U.S. clinics and noted that Medicaid was the health insurer for approximately 22% of CI surgeries for adults and that state Medicaid indications for CI vary.

**OTHER FORMS OF COVERAGE**

In addition to the sources cited earlier, the Veteran’s Administration, the Social Security Administration (SSA), state-based vocational rehabilitation programs, and other state-based programs may cover CIs, with each entity having unique indications for coverage.

**CLINICAL DECISION-MAKING**

Over the years, several different test batteries have been developed to assist clinicians in evaluating patients to determine if a CI should be recommended. One of the first batteries developed was the minimal auditory capabilities (MAC) battery. This battery was initially used widely by CI clinics to determine candidacy and included a series of tasks graded in difficulty from simple closed-set discrimination to open-set recognition of words and sentences. The initial MAC battery included the following subtests: Question/Statement, Vowels, Spondee Recognition, Noise/Voice, Accent, CID Everyday Sentences, Initial Consonants, Spondee Same/Different, SPIN High-Context Sentences, Familiar Sounds, Monosyllabic Words, Four-Choice Spondee, and Final Consonants.

As outcomes with CIs improved, increasingly difficult test materials were incorporated into CI candidacy test batteries. In 1996, the MAC battery was replaced by the Minimum Speech Test Battery (MSTB). This battery was unique in that it was developed for both
pre- and postoperative CI assessments and was developed via a collaborative effort that included representatives of the American Academy of Otolaryngology – Head and Neck Surgery, the American Academy of Audiology, and an experienced group of representatives from the CI manufacturers.22 The original MSTB included the Consonant–Nucleus–Consonant (CNC) Monosyllabic Words Test23 and the Hearing in Noise Test (HINT) sentences24 with a recommendation to present the sentences in quiet as well as in a fixed level of background noise. In 2011, the MSTB was further revised and updated to include the more difficult AzBio Sentences25 administered in quiet and 10-talker babble, the Bamford-Kowal-Bench Speech in Noise (BKB-SIN) test,26 and continued to include CNC Monosyllabic Words. In a recent publication, Prentiss et al27 reported that 96% of responding audiologists indicated they use the MSTB to evaluate CI candidacy of adult patients.

As reported previously, FDA indications rarely specify if a particular test needs to be used or if test materials should be presented in quiet or noise. Similarly, the Revised MSTB fails to provide a specific recommendation regarding the optimal SNR for sentence presentation when determining candidacy but instead states “the recommended SNR is +10 or +5 dB, depending on the speech understanding abilities of the listener.” This lack of specificity has made it possible for the test procedures used by clinicians to evolve and to better match clinical decisions regarding CI candidacy. One such change came about in clinical care because of the work of Gifford et al,28 who reported that HINT sentences, the test being used by most clinics to determine CI candidacy at that time, demonstrated significant ceiling effects and were found to have a poor correlation with CNC words. They reported that scores obtained on the more difficult test of AzBio sentences were less likely to demonstrate ceiling effects and were in better agreement with monosyllable word test scores and scores obtained on sentences presented in noise. This impacted revision of the MSTB and, as a result, many clinics started using, and continue to use, AzBio sentences as their primary measure to determine if adults meet indications for a CI.

As indicated earlier, clinical trials for the Nucleus Hybrid and MED-EL EAS devices included monosyllabic word testing and sentence testing in noise as part of the pre- and postoperative test protocols. These trials demonstrated to clinicians that patients with even greater preoperative hearing received benefit from CIs, and that such benefit was even greater when postoperative testing included use of the hearing in the contralateral ear. This fostered utilization of monosyllabic word scores and sentence testing in noise scores in the decision-making process for non-Hybrid and non-EAS candidates.

This protocol change is supported by the report of Prentiss et al,27 who recently noted that 100% of clinics surveyed indicated they include word tests in their pre- and postoperative test batteries, even though not all indications base candidacy on such a score. Additionally, 89% of respondents use some form of sentence testing in noise to determine CI candidacy. One recent development noted in this study is that many clinicians consider the patient’s cognitive status and the patient’s possession of realistic expectations when making CI candidacy decisions. These two factors are not included in the wording used in current indications but are important factors that impact outcomes and warrant consideration in the clinical decision-making process.29 Others also have recommended inclusion of measures to more comprehensively evaluate the whole patient in the preoperative CI candidacy determination process, such as questionnaires to examine health-related quality of life and communication difficulties.30,31

Importantly, the increase of provision of off-label CIs and the use of nonstandardized measures has resulted in significant variation in CI candidacy assessment in the United States. Such variability was initially noted by Carlson et al11 and was supported by the findings of Prentiss et al.27 This variability signals the need for incorporation of careful clinical judgment when making CI candidacy decisions and also calls for future revision of CI indications for adults.

**Calls for Change**

Many professionals have identified limitations in current indications and have called for
expansion of current U.S. indications for CIs in adults. One of the earliest recommendations for expansion was made by Gifford et al,\textsuperscript{5} who performed a retrospective review of 22 adult CI recipients who demonstrated preoperative CNC word recognition scores of 30\% or higher in the best-aided condition—an indication that exceeded the requirements for inclusion in the Nucleus Freedom clinical trial. They found that these individuals with greater preoperative speech recognition demonstrated significant improvements in postoperative speech recognition, both in the CI only and the CI plus contralateral hearing aid conditions. More recently, Perkins et al\textsuperscript{32} completed a follow-up study that included 104 recipients (105 ears) who scored greater than or equal to 30\% on CNC words in the ear to be implanted and found similar results to their previous study: recipients demonstrated statistically significant improvement for both CNC words and AzBio sentences in quiet and noise for the CI alone and the bilateral listening conditions. In both instances, the authors concluded that a large-scale reassessment of manufacturer and Medicare indications for adults was warranted and that such expansion would allow more hearing-impaired individuals to take advantage of the benefits offered by CIs. In the recent study,\textsuperscript{32} the authors suggest expansion of CNC word scores to 40\% with consideration of further expansion of up to 60\% in the ear to be implanted.

In 2011, Amoodi et al\textsuperscript{33} evaluated the pre- and postoperative speech recognition and hearing handicap of 27 adults who obtained preoperative scores outside the FDA-approved indications and demonstrated scores greater than or equal to 60\% on HINT sentences. The mean scores for these subjects improved from 68.4\% preoperatively to a mean score of 91.9\% 12 months postimplant. Additionally, the group demonstrated a significant improvement in hearing-related handicap. The authors concluded their results warrant the consideration of revised or expanded candidacy to allow more hearing-impaired individuals to take advantage of the benefits offered by CI and stated that candidacy for a CI should be considered on an individual basis rather than strictly based on a speech recognition score.

A compelling and thorough study covering expansion of audiometric requirements for a CI was recently conducted by Birman and Sanli\textsuperscript{34}. In their study, they compared outcomes for adults who had a severe loss to those with a profound loss at the time of implantation. Like the outcomes reported by Dowell,\textsuperscript{35} they found that postlingually deafened adults with preoperative severe SNHL had significantly better outcomes with a CI when compared with adults with preoperative profound SNHL. They reported quartile scores obtained at the 12-month postoperative timeframe for severe and profound groups as 83 and 75\%, respectively, and reported mean scores of 32 and 26\%, respectively, for words. Based on these findings, it appears adults may perform better with a CI if they receive the device before their hearing loss progresses to a profound hearing loss range.

As stated previously, recent FDA approvals indicate a trend toward the use of word scores rather than sentence scores for determining CI candidacy (e.g., Nucleus Hybrid, Nucleus CI532, MED-EL EAS, and MED-EL’s recent approval for SSD and AHL). Numerous investigators support the use of monosyllabic word scores as the primary metric for CI candidacy determination, as such tests are typically more difficult than sentences, meaning they are less likely to demonstrate postoperative ceiling effects than sentences.\textsuperscript{28,30} Others have indicated a preference for monosyllabic word tests, as some indications based on sentence scores may miss candidates who could benefit from a CI\textsuperscript{5} and because the semantic contextual cues available with sentences could greatly influence the accuracy of patient responses on such measures.\textsuperscript{30} A change to using word scores in adult CI candidacy consideration would also bring the United States closer to the indications used by most other countries.\textsuperscript{36}

Varadarajan et al\textsuperscript{37} provided additional compelling reasons for expansion of current indications, including recent increases in the number of adults with atypical etiologies who receive benefit from CIs, such as those with advanced otosclerosis, posttraumatic SNHL, those undergoing labyrinthectomy, and patients presenting with vestibular schwannomas. They importantly state that expansion of indications could result in improvement in the
underutilization of CIs currently seen in the United States.38

**Inclusion of Cognitive Screening**

One important recent change in candidacy determination of adults is the inclusion of cognitive screening measures. There are numerous reasons for this trend, including older adults living longer with an increased desire for social participation,39 an increase in the number of elderly patients being evaluated for CIs,40 and findings that some patients demonstrate improved cognitive function following CI.41 Support for inclusion of cognitive screening in candidacy evaluations was provided by Moberly et al,29 and they reported that clinical measures of sentence recognition, which are currently used to determine candidacy, may be affected by neurocognitive functions and should be taken into consideration during evaluation for a CI. Additional support for such inclusion is provided by Shen et al39 who noted that mild cognitive impairment (MCI) is associated with many disorders that have high incidence in the older population, including hearing loss, and that symptoms of hearing loss often mimic the signs of cognitive decline, making differentiation and presence/absence of the two diagnoses important. Preoperative identification of MCI is important for both otologists and audiologists since hearing loss is a modifiable age-associated condition whose treatment may decrease the risk of MCI and dementia.42 Shen et al,39 Beck et al,43 and Souza44 all indicated that audiologists are well positioned for identifying cognitive decline in patients, as their evaluations are typically focused on evaluating patients’ communication abilities, which is strongly influenced by cognition.

However, it does not appear that cognitive screening has been widely integrated into clinical CI care. In a survey of 99 CI audiologists, Prentiss et al27 found that 74% of respondents indicated they seldom or never include a cognitive screening assessment in their candidacy evaluations. However, of the 40 respondents who reported administering cognitive screening measures, 45% reported they modified their test protocol based on the screening results. Although fewer than half of the audiologists surveyed indicated they administered cognitive screening tests, 57% ranked cognition as a moderately important to highly important factor in clinical decision-making regarding candidacy. Additionally, 41% of respondents (25/61 responses) indicated they felt cognitive impairment was a contraindication to CI candidacy. In summary, it appears that cognitive screening should have a place in CI candidacy evaluations of adults, as identification of MCI and timely treatment of the hearing loss could lead to improved quality of life for many of our elderly CI patients.

Timely identification and treatment of significant hearing loss is important for all adults and not just the elderly. Dowell35 analyzed the outcomes of 310 adult CI candidates and concluded that estimates of postoperative speech perception scores following CI are significantly better if implantation occurs relatively soon after the onset of severe hearing loss and prior to the loss of all auditory function. This is supported by the work of others who have reported that duration of hearing loss is inversely related to CI performance.45–47 Thus, early referral and provision of a CI soon after meeting candidacy could positively impact the results patients receive with CIs.

**SUMMARY**

CI indications have evolved over time as technology and outcomes have improved. As can be seen from the descriptions provided, there is a plethora of indications that clinicians and patients must maneuver before a CI can be recommended or provided. This provides challenges for clinicians, for insurers, and, most importantly, for potential CI recipients.

The finding that off-label usage of CI devices has become commonplace in many clinics could be viewed as attestation that current indications need major updating.11 The amount of time it takes to obtain approval for off-label use of a device may involve months or years of administrative effort, and still the procedure may ultimately be denied. This means many CI candidates will not receive treatment if their clinic is not willing or able to perform the extra steps needed to obtain off-label approval for them to receive a CI.
Importantly, the inability to provide much-needed hearing technology in a timely fashion could result in reduced outcomes with a CI and could negatively impact communication and cognition.

Current indications for CIs should be updated to include the changes that have taken place in clinical care, such as the inclusion of updated test materials in candidacy test batteries, such as word scores for the ear to be implanted, elimination of consideration of the patients’ best-aided condition, and inclusion of cognitive screening measures for elderly patients. When considering wording for future indications, perhaps we should look to the FDA’s wording regarding off-label devices, which supports decisions incorporating good medical practice, the best interest of the patient, and decision-making based on the best knowledge and judgment of the clinician who is making the decision and providing the treatment. Such changes will make it possible for greater numbers of individuals who are candidates for a CI to benefit from this life-changing technology. Importantly, there is a need for referral sources to become increasingly aware of recent changes in candidacy, to recognize that clinics are able to provide CIs even if a patient does not meet FDA indications, and to understand that early referral and treatment will maximize patient outcomes. Only when such changes occur will we be able to provide adequate access to the important life changes that CI technology can provide.
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